
Theatre Rouge : tipped 05/06/18 - unexposed handicap hurdler, two starts for Mulholland. Far too 

keen at Fontwell, maybe not responding to 1st CP. Suspect the Hood may return in future. Has ability 

at moderate level and suspect has a summer handicap in her. Minor promise in this run, making a 

move 4 out before fading.  

Highbury High: tip 05/06/18 – an older chaser whose best days may be behind him. Exposed enough 

but lightly raced enough over fences. Drifted here having PU LTO , 75 days off, clearly no expectation 

to perform. Ran well to a point. Trip may have stretched him. May have a small race in him, but not 

one to wade in, given we are hoping for a repeat of an old performance, rather than any 

improvement forthcoming.  

Eureu Du Boulay: tip 05/06/18 – lightly raced handicapper for Hobson who did too much too soon at 

Southwell. Hurdles were omitted and he, along with another, stretched the field and appeared to go 

flat out for a while. He was showing up ok turning for home under pressure, before fading. First run 

after a wind op and he showed ability in France. One to watch, as he has wins in him. Could be he 

needs further/stiffer/more galloping track.  

Baihas: tip 04/06/18 – as I type I don’t know if this one is still with us, having seemingly lost his 

action/gone wrong having jumped a hurdle. Up to that point this lightly raced horse (who’s clearly 

had his issues given he is 8) was tanking in first time CP. It could be we don’t see him again/for a 

while, but he has handicap hurdles in him from this mark on decent ground.  

Lady Cristal: tip 04/06/18 – now 2/24 in career and possibly some questions to answer. She pulled to 

hard here through the first 4f and had nothing left when coming under pressure. She didn’t look 

straight forward under pressure. It could be that a fast run 5f is as far as she wants. She is only 4 and 

with any luck she will show her best in the coming weeks. The yard wasn’t firing on all cylinders at 

time of tipping either 

Kupa River: tip 04/06/18 – lightly raced, this one did far too much from the front. It was his first run 

over 7f on turf which may be the ideal trip in time. The GF was an unknown but given all previous 

best form was on soft/heavy, it could be he needs cut to be seen to his best. Rated 88 after a maiden 

win in Ireland, ran off 79 here and will go down again. Only 10 career runs. Wins in him when getting 

his conditions. No conclusive he doesn’t handle GF but may be best waiting for softer. Should show 

himself to be well handicapped one day  

Cosmic Chatter: tip 04/06/18 – an exposed handicapper who has a respectable SR. Ran well at Ponte 

on soft, staying on best from those held up, beaten by two lightly raced ones who were up there the 

whole way. The wheels have come off since, he’s looked out of form and not raced with any 

enthusiasm. This could be down to GF ground, which he has never won on in handicaps but had run 

well. His better efforts have been with cut, and the Ayr race was too deep in retrospect. In good 

through to soft ground handicaps, C4 <6k to winner he is 4/19,10p. All of his handicap wins to date 

have been from July onwards and all wearing CP.  

Reivers Lodge: tip 03/06/18 and 16/05/18 – a decent run at Perth, bumping into an unexposed one, 

the rest well beat. Tipped the run before also when slipping up- she’d have gone very close and I 

think would have won. She may not be much of a price NTO but if well placed over 3m on good, has 

a win in her, esp if coming up against more exposed horses. Worth one more go, price allowing.  

 

 



Tan Arabiq: tip 02/06/18 -  5yo who was trying a marathon trip for first time at Donny, 1m6.5f. The 

ground looked softer than ideal here and combined with the distance, that did for him. He did run 

like a non stayer. He is a C5 horse also by the looks of it and may be of more interest dropped back in 

trip. He does have a turf win but does look better on the AW. One to keep an eye on.  

Tallinski: tip 02/06/18 -  4YO whose best form has been over 5f on GF. This was his second run after 

a break at Muss with 1st CP. I think the ground went against him, far softer than I anticipated. He 

bagged a good early position and ran well to a point. We could see a much-improved performance 

when returned to GF. Low mileage and more to come this season. Races prominently  

Hedging: tip 02/06/18 – seemingly no excuse at Chepstow but he was very well backed. It could be 

that in what turned into proper soft, over 7f, he just couldn’t pick up and didn’t see out the trip. He 

could still be in form and may be worth chancing one more time when returned to slightly better 

ground. Certainly no world beater.  

Just That Lord: Dash 02/06/18 – one of four fun pokes in The Dash he ran a credible 3rd at 25/1, 

breaking at speed from low, and getting in a pace battle for most of this. It was a run which 

suggested in the right conditions, he could have a decent C2 handicap in him. He certainly has more 

sprint handicaps in him, esp given his prominent style. Only his 10th turf run. Could see him going 

well at Goodwood? Price allowing. May not go unmissed NTO.  

Blue De Vega: Dash 02/06/18 – another of the four that ran well to nab 4th. He was held up, slightly 

outpaced at times, but stayed on strongly while meeting trouble in running. This was a run that 

suggests he has a decent sprint handicap in him, for a trainer who knows what it takes. A strongly 

run 6f at somewhere like Ascot may be just his up his street – yet to prove he wants GF, so fast 

ground would be a niggle.  

The other two in this race were Bahamian Sunrise and Boom The Groom. Both ran poorly, although 

the former missed the break and he is usually up there, so a line can be put through that.  

Mecca’s Spirit: ‘through the card’ 02/06/18 . Put up in my through the card notes, she ran ok at best 

here over 7f. I thought the step up would suit and she came from a ‘hot form’ race from Thirsk. She 

ran here if wanting even further or maybe even softer. It could be this track didn’t suit and the yard 

hasn’t quite been firing. This was only her 6th run and she could be taking a while to come to hand. 

She may simply not put it all in. One to watch given the promise in the thirsk run.  

Belle Meade: tip 01/06/18 -  outran her 28/1 odds at Epsom, just being run out of 3rd on the line. She 

was drawn in 1 on a day when there was a golden highway under the nearside rail. Had she been 

able to lead and bag that rail herself, she may well have won. In the end she was marooned up the 

middle of the track but ran with great credit. Unexposed, she showed she was up to winning a C2 

handicap to my eyes, and certainly a C3. Trip/ground seemed fine and her yard hasn’t been in red 

hot form. She was also keen for a time. One to watch.  

Danielsflyer: tip 01/06/18 – ran a strange race at Donny. Running over 7f for first time (I thought 

possibly a reason for improvement) he was weak in the market and was ridden aggressively near the 

front end. Those excursions over this trip have resulted in a tame finish. He had some decent form in 

C2s as a 3 year old, and as such should have a C3 handicap in him. Maybe he just wants 6f max. 

Ground is an unknown, a win on GF in younger days but solid efforts on softer since. Maybe this was 

too firm/he didn’t put down on it. Can’t be conclusive as yet. Lightly raced, and given 3YO form he 

should have wins in him this season, if he’s trained on. 



Brorocco: ‘through the card’ 01/06/18 – this is a smart smart handicapper who has a big C2 pot in 

him this year. He has some very smart form to his name and race well at Epsom in second, no harm 

in being beaten by group horse in the making, Ajman King. It will be interesting to see what they 

have in mind, possibly the big York handicap in August where he came second last year.  

Oscar Sunset: tip 31/05/18 – one of a few older horses I’ve put up in recent days, more fool me! This 

one was PU here at Ffos Las and is one to keep a watching brief on. He went well for a time but 

that’s now 2x PU on the bounce. He is lightly raced for his age and has some decent enough form in 

the book, certainly for a summer jumping campaign. Maybe they will find a weak race for him. I can’t 

see an excuse for this PU unless they are very easy on him at home (which would make sense) and 

are getting him fully tuned up with racing. Or he just has issues.  

Admiral Rooke:  tip 31/05/18 – entered the notebook at Ponte on his first run of the year but he’s 

got a few questions to answer now. It’s hard to nail down his idea conditions but he could be yet 

another Dods horse that wants some cut. His last two runs have been on GF. He travelled like the 

winner at Hamilton but didn’t pick up when asked, still running ok. He was kept to softer ground as a 

2YO. Maybe be seen to better effect when softer. He has yet to win and maybe just doesn’t find in 

general when asked. A bridle horse.  

Stags Leap: tip 30/05/18 – another lightly raced old boy who didn’t exactly set the world alight when 

last seen. He was 2/2 at Cartmel before this run but ran no sort of race, having been backed from 

18s into 6s. Maybe he still needed the run. One to watch at other Cartmel meetings but may take a 

leap of faith, although the fact he was backed is interesting.  

Kodyanna: tip 30/05/18 – a rare 2YO tip who ran with credit in 3rd. He travelled well but just didn’t 

pick up although he looked mentally immature. Notts is a track Fahey targets with first time out 2YO. 

I suspect he may come on plenty for the experience, mentally if nothing else. He may not be much of 

a price NTO though.  

Fisher Green: tip 30/05/18 – this horse has a staying handicap in him based on his run at Notts. He 

travelled like the winner and it was an agonising watch, as he was outstayed late on, in this soft 

ground. He handled the ground but was outstayed by others over this 10f trip. His form to date 

suggest he wants cut. He has run since at Newcastle but has no AW form to speak of, pulled too 

hard, and faded tamely. He may have hated the track but in any case, didn’t settle. He may be a 

decent price when returned to turf.  

Sayesse: tip 29/05/18 – this one isn’t really unexposed but I fancied him to run a good race at 

Brighton- he didn’t. Needs plenty to drop right, isn’t straightforward and probably isn’t one to really 

follow. He will win again, but hard to know when. You couldn’t back him NTO on the back of this run 

I don’t think.  

Krystallite: sprint test 29/05/18 – this one is a speedball at C6 level who went far too fast when last 

seen. She was ridden by an inexperienced jockey who seemed to go too hard. A more patient 

waiting ride out in front may have seen her win although she may have needed it also. She was 

beaten by the right horse. She doesn’t win that often and this may have been the time to catch her, 

with a decent record fresh but you never know if a1. Her speed/make all tactics are worth noting. 

(just bolted up at Wolvs, 7/2, made all, 06/06/18)  

 

 



Some Invitation: tip 27/05/18 – an awful run and maybe clear why he wears headgear. He seemed 

to find this race all a bit too much, it could be he is just suited to small fields, or this wasn’t his 

running. It could be he actually does want further after all and couldn’t go pace over 20f in C2s. 

Lightly raced and unexposed in handicaps, you’d think team Skelton will find the key at some point.  

Insomniac: tip 24/05/17 – the thinking for this one was second run in a handicap, second run after a 

short break, up in trip and down in class. He’s shown nothing at Yarmouth and showed nothing here. 

Ground is an unknown but this turned soft and again he didn’t show anything on it. He is now 0/5 

but I’d be interested in him on a decent surface as he may bounce back. It could be he just isn’t very 

good or needs more time.  

A race… I put up Chief of Chiefs, Kynren and Moutain Angel in some through the card notes for the 

8.40 at Sandown on 24th May. It may be worth tracking all three as there is a chance this turns out to 

be a decent race. Given their profiles I suspect all three have more handicap wins in them.  

Oishin: tip 22/05/18 – dropped back into a C5 this one was well punted from 6/1>11/4 but ran no 

sort of race. There is a possibility this firm, watered ground, was not to his liking. He was never going 

a yard in this race. It could be he needs another run but he should have another C5 in him when 

getting his conditions. He does stay 20f I think, but a decent run 16f, with some cut or ‘good’ at 

worst may be ideal. Surprisingly to me, given the level of oppo, he did appear outpaced for large 

parts also.  

Spirit of Zebedee: tip 19/05/18 – a more exposed sprint handicapper to a point, who I thought was a 

pace angle on a part of the track you needed to be. As it turned out I got that wrong… Thirsk usually 

as a low draw bias when it’s softer, rather than a pace bias. On better ground it’s paid to be high but 

on this occasion the winner came from low again. It could just be how the race panned out and in 

any case this one didn’t run much of a race. He knows how to win and his two turf handicap wins to 

date have been at Catterick in C6, when making all/running on pace. He is 2/5,4p in 6f handicaps at 

Catterick. Maybe I’ll wait until he runs there again. Has also won at Ripon.  

Buxted Dream: tip 19/05/18 – ran no sort of race at Donny having ran ok on GF to the race before 

that where I thought he may have done too much too soon. Spencer was more patient on him this 

time but he didn’t run any sort of race. Looking back through his form last year I now wonder 

whether the ground has been too firm the last twice. It was more an unknown before these two 

runs, but maybe he is another who’s best with cut.  

Ladofash: tip 13/05/18 – unexposed in handicap hurdles he didn’t run much of a race here, although 

he led for a way, before fading from three out. It looks like he wants decent ground so that isn’t an 

excuse. There is a chance he found this 16f too sharp and was taken out of comfort zone as the race 

developed. He could just be moderate but this was only his 13th run in handicaps, 3rd in handicap 

hurdles, the other two on soft/heavy.  

Overawed: tip 10/05/18 – unexposed handicap chaser for Tom George that he didn’t keep over 

hurdles for long, which I always think is a positive. Didn’t do anything of note in this Wincanton 

chase. It wasn’t awful and could be that C4 was too hot, she wants softer, she wants further, or a 

combination of all those things! Or she is just taking time to get to grips with the chasing game. She 

hacked up in a soft ground C5 handicap hurdle last year and has some ability, even if at a moderate 

level. I’m sure George will get a chase win or two out of her.  

 



Glimpse Of Gold: tip 09/05/18 – a more exposed one but still lightly enough raced, the thinking was 

that he may improve for the return to good ground having been running in soft, and also over fences 

unsuccessfully. His winning handicap hurdle form from last year suggests he should have more wins 

in him this year. He didn’t really do anything at NA but maybe not one to give up on too quickly, but 

you may want to see more. Only 19 career runs to date. 2/15,6p over timber.  

Royale Django: tip 08/05/18 – A lightly raced handicap chaser who’d shown plenty of ability earlier 

in his career. His form was on decent ground and he returned to good here for the first time in a a 

few runs, and was in decent enough form over hurdles when last seen on good. I expected him to 

give it a good go from the front, which he tried to do but did get into a pace battle at times. His 

jumping was also sketchy enough. It could be he needs to go LH and/or that he didn’t appreciate the 

visor. He will try and make all again in a chase at some point this summer no doubt.  

Oi Oi: tip 06/05/18 – lightly raced handicapper for Jonjo who was stepping up in trip here on her 

second start in a handicap, and she’d previously run as if it would suit. It was her first run since 

November and with Jonjo you rarely know if they are a1 after a break. Many need a run, many can 

win after extended absences. Given the way he has run until 3 out before fading quickly it’s likely he 

needed it. She wasn’t backed either. It could be 3m on this stiff track found her out also. In any case, 

given her profile I’m sure she has wins in her, although as yet hasn’t shown much. Her next 1-3 runs 

will reveal more.  

Avondhu Pearl: tip 05/05/18 – this one does just look moderate doing nothing in this C5 handicap 

chase and PU on her next start. You couldn’t back her on current form, before showing more. Now 

0/11,1p in career.  

Palace Ball: tip 04/05/18 – running from a basement mark in her first handicap she didn’t do 

anything of note here at a big price. She’s yet to show any ability and it looks like Mick will have to 

work all his magic. If they keep her they must think she has some ability and can win races. If/when 

they find the key she could have a fair bit in hand given his mark of 45. Maybe she needs more time, 

or just isn’t any good.  

Suitcase N Taxi: tip 02/05/18 – a lightly raced sprint handicapper who I thought may get away on the 

front end over 5f here. He couldn’t. He led but couldn’t stretch them under his inexperienced jockey. 

Given both of his career wins are over 6f, he may be of interest when stepped back up, especially if 

no other pace in the race and if there is a jockey switch.  

** 


